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12393
Canopy Beds
Retextured

Modders Resource
Resources MMH 55-91 Korana 2009-04-06

Adds 24 retextured canopy beds by Dongle...and a black
pillow to match a few. Adds these beds: * Silk bed covers *

"Romantic" bed covers (two floral,lace, organza) * 2 different
leopard print,zebra, fur, and leave print covers. * Black beds

with black canopies wit...

12391
Eccentric House
and FURNITURE

RESOURCE
Resources MMH 55-41 Korana 2009-04-06

There are two mods included in this download: Furniture
resource is a modders resource. The furniture is mostly

retextures of some furniture that Mighty Joe Young from the
elderscrolls forums found on the internet and converted for

Morrowind use. Some of this furniture has been incl...

12368 Jack O Lantern
Resource v1.0 Resources MMH 55-591 Korana 2009-04-06

This mod adds to the Construction Set ONLY ((THESE ARE
NOT FOUND IN GAME ANYWHERE)) a Jack O' Lantern. The
pumpkin is set up as both a light and a miscellaneous item.

Can I make the Jack O' Lantern Carryable? No. The lantern is
too large to be carryable and will c...

12271 Canopy Beds
Modders Pack Resources MMH 55-1678 Korana 2009-04-06

Adds 24 retextured canopy beds by Dongle...and a black
pillow to match a few. Adds these beds: * Silk bed covers *

"Romantic" bed covers (two floral,lace, organza) * 2 different
leopard print,zebra, fur, and leave print covers. * Black beds

with black canopies with a leopa...

12215 Jack O Lantern
Resource v2.0 Resources MMH 55-2946 Korana 2009-04-24

This mod adds to the Construction Set ONLY ((THESE ARE
NOT FOUND IN GAME ANYWHERE)) a Jack O' Lantern. The
pumpkin is set up as both a light and a miscellaneous item.

Can I make the Jack O' Lantern Carryable? No. The lantern is
too large to be carryable and will cut in...

12213 Gold Resources MMH 55-2948 Korana 2009-04-24

Adds a gold "genie" light (retextured Redware Lamp) to the
Construction Set.

****************************************************************
To use- This is intended for modder's use (made by request).

The lamp is currently added as a light with the item ID
"KO_Gold_Lamp"...

12122 Jack O' Lantern
Resource v2.0 Resources MMH 55-4199 Korana 2009-05-12

This mod adds to the Construction Set ONLY ((THESE ARE
NOT FOUND IN GAME ANYWHERE)) a Jack O' Lantern. The
pumpkin is set up as both a light and a miscellaneous item.

Can I make the Jack O' Lantern Carryable? No. The lantern is
too large to be carryable and...

11951
Foliage Resource
Pack 1: Ferns and

Bushes
Resources MMH 55-5966 Korana 2011-10-24

Included are: bushes, mostly of the tropical nature ferns with
new textures small fern variants. fern variants that use the
existing bitter coast fern textures ,fern varaint that mimicks

the slough fern

11833 Authentic
Documents v1.0 Resources MMH 55-12092 Korana 2012-12-20

Contains, in individual folders for installation "cleanliness" the
"following": books children's books (not child material per say,

mostly it's the size as I found the size of original books too
large) letters scrolls of eastern variety

11832 Instruments v1.0 Resources MMH 55-12093 Korana 2012-12-20

The following instruments have been created by me either
through usage of free-for-use freeware, or by hand...or by a

mixture of both hand and resources. The instruments include:
Bagpipes (a gift for someone...) Clarinet Fiddle (with seperate

bow) Transverse...

11831
Miscellaneous
Tapestries and
Paintings Pack

v1.0
Resources MMH 55-12095 Korana 2012-12-20

These paintings and tapestries where made for random
projects and where never used, or I have had requests to

release them seperatley. Feel free to use these in whatever
way you see fit, for whatever reason. There is an esp file

included that has the tapestries and paintings...

11830
Sanitary

Conditions for
Morrowind

Resources MMH 55-12096 Korana 2012-12-20

Due to Princess Stompers' constant comments about toilets...I
have no made a set of historical toilets for Morrowind- ranging
from ye ol' hole in a box medieval latrines to the water closet
of the early 19th century. AND YES. I made USED versions.

There's two ver...

11779
Labelled Bottle

Resource
(Absinthe)

Resources MMH 55-14792 Korana 2013-06-08
This is just one of Qarl's lovely bottles, with an alpha enabled
label on it. I made Absinthe for someone who wanted it at the
ES Forums. Feel free to change the label and/or glass color

and use in your own mod.

11753 Pirate Compilation Resources MMH 55-15097 Korana 2013-12-19

Enclosed is a small treasure trove of random things I had
made many years ago for a pirate mod. While working on it, I
quit modding. There are various clothes, weapons, and items.
Feel free to use them at your own discretion. Many are in an

unfinished state. There are no icons, GNDS, et...
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11752 Pirate Galleons Resources MMH 55-15098 Korana 2013-12-19

This is a modders resource, it places no ships in game. There
are: galleon (all white sails) galleon, sails furled (all white)

galleon, damaged (torn white sails) pirate galleon (white sails
and 1 skull sail) pirate galleon, furled (white sails and 1 skull

...

10907
Transparent Red
Glass Weapons

and Sheilds
Weapons MMH 98-14793 Korana 2013-06-08

This plugin adds a set of transparent red glass equipment to
the inventory of Uulernil, Pelagiad's Armorer. -2 Red Glass

Claymores -2 Red Glass Longswords -2 Red Glass Staffs -2 Red
Glass Halberds -2 Red Glass War Axes -2 Red Glass Daggers -2

Red G...

9315 Velothian Texture
Replacer

Models and
Textures MMH 56-11978 Korana 2012-11-15

This mod replaces some of the velothian textures from the
original game. Some Vivec textures are replaced as well. The
goal was to change exteriors as little as possible. A few are,
however. The goal was to make the interiors richer and with

more warmth.

9104
Shops and Great
Houses Banner

Re-Textures
Models and

Textures MMH 56-11962 Korana 2012-11-15
This set replaces the shop banners and House Banners with

custom painted banners. I have not re-done warning,
welcome, temple, or city banners.

8970 Ornate Hlaalu
Texture Replacer

Models and
Textures MMH 56-11857 Korana 2012-11-11

This texture pack replaces the Hlaalu architecture textures
with new ones. The goal was for the city to be a bit more

ornate, while still sticking with the style of the architecture.
The new textures have a slight influence from architecture

styles from the mediterranean. Ext...

8833
Magical

Mournhold
Texture Replacer

Models and
Textures MMH 56-11860 Korana 2012-11-11

There have been quite a few changes. The most drastic being
the city itself. Other areas (all but Sotha Sil's tile set because I

felt Bethesda did just fine on that one) have also been
modified in some way. The city of Mournhold has the following

touches: -Gives the trim of ...

8806 Korana's Rug Re-
Textures

Models and
Textures MMH 56-11954 Korana 2012-11-15

This replaces the rug textures with more colorful and realistic
rug textures. These are mostly very bright, and may not be to

everyone's tastes.

8805 Korana's Redoran
Textures

Models and
Textures MMH 56-11894 Korana 2012-11-13

This mod replaces the existing Redoran architecture textures
with new ones. There is also 2 novelty sets included. There is
a pink set and a red set in a crab texture. I was bored one day

and amused myself. You can thank Bethesda for this:
"Ald'ruhn is the district seat of H...

8748
Ivy and Stone

Cottage Texture
Replacer

Models and
Textures MMH 56-12088 Korana 2012-12-19 This is a texture replacer that replaces the cottage/common

house textures.

8600
Eccentric House

and Furniture
Resource

Models and
Textures MMH 56-3581 Korana 2009-05-12 Mainly a furniture resource but includes an .esp of a house in

Caldera with most of the furniture on display.

8524
Dark Stone

Imperial Texture
Replacer

Models and
Textures MMH 56-5758 Korana 2011-10-04

This mod replaces the existing Imperial architecture textures
with new ones. These new textures are darker than the

original and realistic stone, with ornate carved details on
ceilings, stairs, pillars, and doorways. The Imperial shrines

have also been given a face lift. Also, Imperial...

8380

Better Looking
Liquor, Drugs, and

Vials ADDON:
Frost and Fire

Salts

Models and
Textures MMH 56-14791 Korana 2013-06-08

This is an addon for Better Looking Liquor, Drugs, and Vials.
This archive includes replacement meshes and icons for the
following ingrediants: Frost salts Fire salts AND ANYTHING
ELSE that uses those two meshes/icons (ie, mods that use

them.)

8379
Better Looking

Liquor, Drugs, and
Vials

Models and
Textures MMH 56-14790 Korana 2013-06-08

Being a long time fan of several mods which replace potions
and glass wear, I felt that liquor bottles were rather short on

style. This mod replaces the liquor bottles, as well as
moonsugar and skooma pipe, and also several unique

vials/potions added by the expansions whic...

5989 Meadow Fae
Companion Companions MMH 24-11833 Korana 2012-11-10

THE MEADOW FAE RACE MOD IS REQUIRED. She isn't a
complex companion by anymeans. She uses the newest

version of Grumpy's companion scripts. Her name is Summer
Hailshimmer and she will: -Follow closely behind, and warp to

you if she gets stuck or lost after a certain distance<...

5964 Lady Death
Companion Companions MMH 24-11831 Korana 2012-11-10

This plugin adds the companion Lady Death and a companion
hell hound ...based off of Chaos Comic's character. ALSO

INCLUDED IS A PLAYABLE RACE VERSION OF LADY
DEATH. The body uses the seamless version of Better Bodies

2.1. Lady Death can be found in Hell's Lair. T...
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5665 Long Dresses Clothing MMH 21-600 Korana 2009-04-06

This mod adds 5 dresses based off of Semtex and Actarus's
mesh. There are two common dresses for sale, and 3 fancy

dresses. The dresses can be found in Marisa Elanour's house
in Pelagiad. The house is located next door to Ahnassi's house.

The house is not marked as a shop, but...

5613
Gloves For Better

Bodies Silk
Dresses v1.0

Clothing MMH 21-5829 Korana 2011-10-07

This plugin adds 4 elbow length gloves to the game. These
gloves were designed to match 4 dresses, previously released

in my Better Bodies Silk Dresses pack. The gloves can be
bought from Verara Rendo, Suran's resident clothier.... which

is also were the dresses can be...

5523 Better Bodies Silk
Wraps v1.0 Clothing MMH 21-5719 Korana 2011-10-02

This mod adds 13 recolors of a dress I made for several other
projects. These color variants were created upon requests

over the course of a year. I have also included 2 pairs of black
and brown leather boots. The items can be bought from a new

shop, located on the outskirts of Dagon Fel.

5517 BB Gypsy Outfit Clothing MMH 21-5720 Korana 2011-10-02

This mod adds: -A long beaded loincloth/skirt -A beaded top -A
wig -A pair of red sandals to match The outfit is for sale in
Vivec, St. Olms Tailors and Dyers Hall. I have added a new

NPC who also wears the outfit. The outfit is companion
friendly, but she only sells...

4967 Playable Faces
Pack v 2 Chargen MMH 17-940 Korana 2009-04-06

This mod adds: ***Hairs*** -5 Breton female Hairs -6 Nord
female Hairs,in 2 styles -3 Nord male Hairs,in 2 styles -4 Dark

Elf Female Hairs,in 2 styles -2 Redgaurd Female Hairs -1
Imperial Female Hair/Tiara -1 Wood Elf Female Hair -1 High

Elf Mal...

4962
Dawn

Prefabricated
Character v 2

Chargen MMH 17-504 Korana 2009-04-06 *****Dawn PreFabricated Character v 2******                          
             by Korana

4961
Dawn

Prefabricated
Character

Chargen MMH 17-997 Korana 2009-04-06

Dawn is a specially textured character inspired by the comics
of Joseph Michael Linsner. For more information and to see
what inspired Dawn, please visit http://www.linsner.com   If

you do visit this link please note I am not accountable for any
information/visual images...

4761
Granny Claus'

Christmas Gifts
1.0

Buildings MMH 15-12010 Korana 2012-11-18

This mod adds Santa's "compound" to Solstheim. While it
would ruin your Christmas surprise to enter the workshop,
you can pick up trees in the Christmas Tree lot, and enter

Granny Claus' Cottage for some dinner, drinks, and to open
her gifts to you! You can even meet the reindeer! Trav...

4693 Caldera Governor
Mansion Replacer Buildings MMH 15-15104 Korana 2013-12-23

I always felt that an important building, like the Caldera's
Governer's Mansion should not look worse than the

surrounding town, but in fact look better. I decided to make a
replacement, which makes the building exterior seem more
stately. This mod replaces the Caldera Governer's Mansion

meshes a...

4577 Suran Underworld
v 2.5, Dock Fix Bugfixes MMH 13-12015 Korana 2012-11-19

This esp is simply a rework of Suran Underwold 2.5, by
Matthew. The docks at Fort Frostmoth where modified to

accomidate a ship in the original version of this esp. In the esp
included, the docks have been reset to their original

Bloodmoon Coordinates, and the ship has been moved to the
side...

3945 Provincial Bath
Shoppe

Stores and
Merchants MMH 80-12084 Korana 2012-12-19

This mod adds all the items you can dream up to add to your
Morrowind Bath rooms! The shop is located nestled up against
a corner of the castle in Pelagiad. The shop keeper will offer

you a catalog when you first speak with her, please look at the
catalog to see how I have grouped some of the ite...

3434 The Meadow Fae Races MMH 70-11832 Korana 2012-11-10

The meadow fae are a race inspired by fairies. They are
slightly shorter then wood elves. The race has different wings
for the male and female variants of the race. The females are
pale and petite, with delicatley placed leaves and flowers on

their bodies. The males are brown and g...

3318
Playable Dawn,
Companion,and

Equipment-Update
Beta MMH 7-527 Korana 2009-04-06 *****Playable Dawn, Companion,and Equipment BETA******    

                                     ...

3317
Playable Dawn,
Companion,and

Equipment
Beta MMH 7-615 Korana 2009-04-06 *****Playable Dawn, Companion,and Equipment******              

                            �...

3128 Koranas Closet
BETA Beta MMH 7-2367 korana 2009-04-24

Korana's closet is a clothing store that contains: -Modified HG
Robe Set 4 retextured robes. The Robes have been modified to
fit Better Bodies 2.0 Specifically. A few with custom capes to
fit the robes (also made by Junkmail) -A pair of fishnet nylong

pants with short...
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2930
Better Bodies 2.0
Peasant Gowns
Replacer BETA

Beta MMH 7-5718 Korana 2011-10-02

These "Peasant Gowns" are full gowns, designed for use with
Better Bodies 2.0. The gowns have full sleeves, full skirts, and
bodices that tie up with a bow. This mod replaces some female

outfits with the Peasant Gowns. It is mostly shirt and skirt
combinations that have ...

2810 Xenterra Keep Houses MMH 44-12087 Korana 2012-12-19

If you've ever traveled North West of Seyda Neen you may
have ran into a strange wood elf who died in a very
unexpected way. His name is Tarhiel. Have you ever

wondered: Where did Tarhiel live? While having this house be
Tarhiel's last dwelling was a last minute decision, it adds a

bit...

2791 Wolverine Hall
Well House Houses MMH 44-11845 Korana 2012-11-11

This mod adds a small cavern house underneath the well
located on the grounds of Wolverine Hall in Sadrith Mora.

Nothing special here, except for the decor. This is the second
house I ever made, over 2 years ago. I have not modified it

since it's original creation, except to clean it w...

2758 Wide Eyed Dark
Elf Females

Heads and
Hair MMH 42-11835 Korana 2012-11-10

This adds two faces that I've decided to release upon personal
requests. I originally created these for personal use. The faces
are the same mesh, and base texture, but one has a rose tatoo

around her eye and red lips. The other has pink lips and no
tatoo. Both faces are female dark el...

2406 Templar Shield
v1.0 Armor MMH 4-12094 Korana 2012-12-20 This plugin adds a shield to match the Imperial Templar

Armor.

2405 Templar Shield Armor MMH 4-1696 Korana 2009-04-06
This plugin adds a shield to match the Imperail Templar

Armor The shield has been added to the inventory (and also a
crate) of the smith located in Ebonheart.  More specifically,

the Hawkmoth Legion Garrison.

2346 Steinthor Hall Houses MMH 44-12086 Korana 2012-12-19

Located on beautiful river front property, Steinthor Hall is a
warm and masculine hunting lodge. This home was designed
for players who perfer less "frilly" details in the homes they

choose. I also tried to stay extremely Nordic with the decor of
the lodge. The lodge is ...

2286 Solstheim Castle
v1.1 Houses MMH 44-3699 Korana 2009-05-12

The noble night Aegir Brondolf had fallen. For many years his
grand castle has remained un-claimed. Are you ready to claim
it for your own? This spacious castle is located off the north-
east coast of Solstheim. The castle itself offers many living

and exploratory areas. Th...

2145 Seaside Cottage Houses MMH 44-12085 Korana 2012-12-19

This mod adds a breezy little cottage, decorated in the shabby
chic style, on a small private island in Azura's Coast region.
Enjoy views of the ocean from bath or bed! The cottage cell

behaves like an exterior cell, allowing the light in the cottage
to change throughout

1953 Playable Faces
Pack v1.0

Heads and
Hair MMH 42-1245 Korana 2009-04-06

This mod adds:     ***Hairs*** -5 retextured Breton female
Hairs -6 retextured Nord female Hairs -3 Retextured Nord
male Hairs -2 Dark Elf Female Hairs -1 Imperial Female
Hair/Tiara -1 Wood Elf Female Hair     ***Heads***<...

1924 Pearl Palace Houses MMH 44-12090 Korana 2012-12-19

While walking in Hla Oad, you meet a strange being, who
seems to be covered in scales with a fin down her back. A

wave of compassion and curiosity crash over you...compelling
you to speak to this strange creature. The creature is startled
that you have chosen to speak with her, and is warmed by y...

1630 Magus Realm
Tower Houses MMH 44-12052 Korana 2012-11-25

*****Magus Realm Tower v1****** by Korana 1. What is this?
2. Installation 3. Credits and Usage 4. Contact 1. What is this?
REQUIRES MORROWIND AND TRIBUNAL At the beginning...

1629 Magus Realm
Tower Houses MMH 44-12089 Korana 2012-12-19

At the beginning of time, a powerful Mage named Magus split
time into fragments. Within one fragment is a world, we call it

the Magus Realm. Journey to the Mournhold Magic Shop to
find out more about the Magus Realm, and to obtain the portal

gem which will take you there. Please note i...

1127 Features of
Vvardenfell v 1.5

Heads and
Hair MMH 42-11819 Korana 2012-11-10

This mod adds 5 (or 6 if you use the Drow face as well*)heads
to the game for the player's use. This does NOT replace any

existing heads.

1126
Features of

Vvardenfell Pack 3
(Breton Females)

v 1.0

Heads and
Hair MMH 42-11821 Korana 2012-11-10 This mod adds 14 female breton heads to the game for the

player's use. This does NOT replace any existing heads.

1125
Features of

Vvardenfell Pack 2
v 1.0

Heads and
Hair MMH 42-11820 Korana 2012-11-10 This mod adds 8 heads to the game for the player's use. This

does NOT replace any existing heads.
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1124
Features of

Vvardenfell Pack
#1 v 1.0

Heads and
Hair MMH 42-11818 Korana 2012-11-10

This mod adds several, high resolution textured, heads to the
game for the player's use. This does NOT replace any existing

heads.

1121 Falconer Leather
v 2.0 Armor MMH 4-12242 Korana 2013-02-25

This plugin adds several "Falconer Leather" items, for both
male and female characters. The articles of clothing/armor are
designed for use with Better Bodies 2.0. Included are clothing
AND armor versions of: -Male and Female pants -Female lace

front pants -Female...

1078 Elven Hairs v1.0 Heads and
Hair MMH 42-3263 Korana 2009-05-12

This mod adds -5 Hairs for Dark Elf -6 Hairs for High Elf -6
Hairs for Wood Elf (there is no blonde hair for the dark elves)
All the hairs are the same style, only in different colors.  This

hair might look somewhat familiar...it is a combin...

1077 Elven Hairs Heads and
Hair MMH 42-516 Korana 2009-04-06

This mod adds -5 Hairs for Dark Elf -6 Hairs for High Elf -6
Hairs for Wood Elf (there is no blonde hair for the dark elves)
All the hairs are the same style, only in different colors.  This

hair might look somewhat familiar...it is a combination of
two...

1061
Eccentrics House
and FURNITURE

RESOURCE
Houses MMH 44-523 Korana 2009-04-06 ***Eccentric's House and Furniture Resource***                      

                         by Korana ...

818
Community

Christmas Cards
1.0

Items MMH 46-12009 Korana 2012-11-18

I decided to make 3 Christmas Cards, and in the spirit of
giving share with other members of various forums the

opportunity for them to add their greetings to the Christmas
Cards. Someone's sent you a card, but they can't find you!

Travel back to the first building of the Census and Ex...

468 Ascadian Rose
Cottage Houses MMH 44-15506 Korana 2017-07-22 ***** Ascadian Rose Cottage V1.0 by Korana ***** -----------

Description ----------- Ascadian Rose Cottage is your home...


